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FROM THE PASTOR’S DESK 
Dear Parishioners,     

This Thursday is Valentine’s Day, a day for celebrating 

the gift of marriage. One of the keys to having strong 

marriages, is good communication between husbands 

and wives. The article below from Mind & Spirit 

Magazine offers good insights on how to maintain good 

communication within marriage. 

With my prayers, 

Father Conley 

 

What is the secret to strong marital 

communications?” by William McKenna  
Many people today seek out the “secret” to success: the 

secret to losing weight, the secret to getting a 

promotion, or the secret of finding a perfect mate. 

Those who are engaged in continual conflict with their 

spouses often ask psychologists, “What is the secret to 

strong marital communications?” Ultimately, there are 

no “secrets” in the sense of quick-fixes. But in the 

realm of marital communications, there are pitfalls to 

avoid as well as means to avoid them. Dr. John 

Gottman calls these pitfalls the “Four Horsemen” of a 

marital “apocalypse.” Let’s look at these four horsemen 

and how to defeat them.  

  The Four Horsemen of marital communications are 

criticism, defensiveness, stonewalling, and contempt.  

  Criticism Gottman’s first horseman is criticism. In any 

relationship, there will be disagreements, which can 

lead to criticism. However, the danger of criticism is 

when it becomes an attack on the spouse’s whole 

modus operandi. If a statement starts with, “You 

always/never…” you can be sure it’s become a pitfall 

of marital communications.  

  Defensiveness The second horseman naturally follows 

from the first: defensiveness. When a spouse is overly 

critical, it’s natural to become defensive in response. 

Becoming defensive causes heartbeats to rise and 

empathy skills to shut down. The response is to 

counter-attack the person criticizing us. Think about it: 

who does not become defensive around a manager 

whom you believe does not care about you and only 

criticizes you? Now imagine living with such a person. 

That is the kind of havoc the criticism-defensiveness 

dynamic can create in a marriage. 

  Stonewalling Once a couple gives into the critical-

defensive scenario, it’s easy to move to the next 

horseman: stonewalling. Due to the toxic nature of a 

critical-defensive relationship, many spouses will 

simply shut down. They will cease speaking to each 

other for an extended period, intentionally avoiding 

bringing up the heated issue. 

Contempt The final horseman is the last step in the 

criticism-defensive-stonewalling cycle: contempt. 

Gottman’s research has two solemn warnings for 

contempt: 1) it’s the sulfuric acid of love, akin to 

emotional abuse, and 2) it predicts divorce more than the 

other three horsemen. Contempt is categorically placing 

oneself above one’s spouse. An example would be 

mocking your spouse’s performance with doing the 

dishes or driving. Sarcasm can sometimes even become 

contempt, especially if only one spouse is laughing. 

Defeating the Horsemen These four horsemen are easy 

to fall prey to, but there are elementary solutions to 

each of them which spouses can immediately 

implement. They are: 1) complaining without blame,  

2) taking responsibility, 3) physiological soothing, and 

4) building a culture of appreciation. 

  Complaining Without Blame Often a spouse’s 

complaint may have some merit (perhaps your spouse 

does struggle with routinely taking out the trash). 

However, how you voice your complaint usually is 

what sends a spouse into defensiveness. Examine the 

difference between these two complaints, “Honey you 

always start watching TV right when you get home. It’s 

like I must beg for your attention. What is wrong with 

you?!” Now examine this complaint: “Honey, I feel 

hurt when you go straight to the TV after work. I love 

spending time with you, and I feel like we never have 

enough time when you watch TV right when you get 

home.” You can hear the tone of voice in the first 

complaint as cutting, whereas the second complaint you 

hear the spouse’s hurt. The spouse makes sure to talk 

about his positive need and not just complain about a 

particular behavior. 

 Taking Responsibility Even if a spouse becomes 

critical, you are still in the driver seat. Remain calm 

and take some responsibility for the behavior to which 

they are complaining. Unless they are psychotic, they 

have some validity to their point. However, you then 

have the right (and obligation) to voice how you do not 

appreciate their criticism in a calm manner. 

   Physiological Soothing Couples should use self-

soothing to break down stonewalling. When a couple’s 

argument reaches a zenith, then both become 

physiologically overwhelmed. Being overwhelmed 

plays out in not thinking logically, saying things to 

“win” the argument, or raising one’s voice. In any case, 

the couple’s ability to engage with each other is 

compromised. Before you reach this point, you should 

recognize that your heart rate is rising and begin to take 

steps to calm yourself. Such actions as deep breathing, 

visualizing calming places, or calling a timeout will 

help you and your spouse avoid becoming 

overwhelmed and saying things you do not mean. 

   Building a Culture of Appreciation Finally, the best 

way to counteract contempt is to build a culture of 

appreciation and fondness. Remember why you first 

said hello to your spouse all those years ago, and why 

you either said yes to their proposal or decided to 

propose in the first place. Focusing more on the 

positive aspects of your spouse is not the same as 
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whitewashing his personality. He still has his quirks 

and character flaws, but painting them in a positive 

light will help you realize that he should not be defined 

by and remembered for those shortcomings. None of us 

would wish to have our lives played back for us via a 

movie, but when we become contemptuous, that is 

what we are doing to our spouses. Remember, do unto 

others as you would have them do unto you.  

Creating a Communion of Persons Marital 

communication appears simple on paper, but is quite 

complicated in real life. No couple gets it right 100% of 

the time, but that isn’t necessarily a bad thing. Marital 

miscues give us the chance to see that our spouses and 

we are not perfect, as such, we should make sure we 

give each other a second chance to communicate 

effectively. We need to realize that communication is 

not about winning, but is about continuing down a path 

toward a true communion of persons within marriage. 

A communion which God always intended. 

 

New! -Faith Based Counseling Services 

We are proud to announce a new Catholic-based 

counseling service available to all parishioners. This 

service is for individuals, couples, families, and children 

(ages 3 and up). Sessions are held either in person at St. 

Jerome’s in Hyattsville, or securely via the internet.  The 

hours are generally Tuesday – Saturday 2pm – 8pm. 

Counseling sessions can assist with depression, anxiety, 

grief & loss, marital issues, separation & divorce, 

addictions, family dysfunction, parenting issues, 

behavioral issues, anger management and life transitions. 

Eligibility for insurance reimbursement and a sliding 

scale fee is available. To book an appointment or if you 

have any additional questions contact Rebecca Mullan 

rmullan@stjeromes.org<mailto:rmullan@stjeromes.org> 

301-927-6684 x13. 

Still not sure if counseling is for you? Have a specific 

question or concern? Call for a free 20 minute 

consultation! Rebecca Mullan is a licensed counselor. 
 

JOIN US THIS THURSDAY- “THE JOY OF HOPE  
The Joy of Hope meets again this Thursday at 6:30 PM. 

All are welcome. Contact Fr. Conley for more 

information.  
 

NO MORNING MASSES this Tuesday, Wednesday, 

Thursday and Friday. Father Conley will be away on 

retreat. Our neighboring parishes of St. Peter’s, St. 

Mary’s-Newport, Immaculate Conception will have 

morning Masses. There is also a Noon Mass at Sacred 

Heart parish in LaPlata. 

 

CONTRIBUTION STATEMENTS FOR 2019  

HAVE BEEN PRINTED & MAILED OUT.   

 

 

 

Calling all Middle and High School students! 

St. Mary’s IGNITE Youth Group will be holding Bi-

weekly, small group beginning on Wednesday, 2/13 

from 7PM – 8PM. 
Topic:  Rediscovering Jesus.  Snacks and drinks will be 

provided – Location: 3
rd

 Grade Classroom.  

Our youth need to be disconnected to connect - to hear 
HIS voice within their hearts! 
If you need additional information, please contact Karen 

Krechman at karen.krechman@gmail.com 

 

MASS PRE-SCHOOL PROGRAM The little ones of 

the parish are invited to join us for some Sunday fun and 

learning at the St. Mary’s Angels, Mass Pre-school 

program  for ages infant-five years (infant spots limited) 

at the 10:00 am Mass. Parents can attend Mass each 

Sunday, while your children interact with other children 

in a religious atmosphere.  RSVP: Lisa Shumaker (Note: 

new email address) smcacct@comcast.net. 

 

BULLETIN ADVERTISEMENT:  If you, or someone 

you know is interested in advertising in our church 

bulletin, please contact Mary at the rectory.    

 

PLEASE REMOVE FROM THE CEMETERY ANY 

CHRISTMAS  WREATHS,  ROCKS, TRINKETS, 

ETC., AROUND THE GRAVESITES BY 

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 18.  GRASS CUTTING 

SEASON IS RIGHT AROUND THE CORNER.   
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SUN: 8am Mary Nelson, 10am James S. Neal,  

12N: Parishioners, MON: 8am Rudolph Toye,  

TUES: 8am NO MASS, WED: 8am NO MASS,  

THURS: 8am NO MASS, FRI: 9:30am NO MASS, 

SAT: 9am Patricia Jean Padgett, 4pm Rev. Henry 

Januszkiewicz. 

 

PLEASE REMEMBER IN YOUR DAILY 

PRAYERS: Stephen Balenger, Mary Bowes, Deacon 

Gene Burroughs,  Quint Burroughs, Brenda Callahan, 

Joe Cross, Agnes Curtis, Chuck Davis,  Kendall Farrell, 

George Fassel,  Arlene Gandolfi,  Kevin Gardiner, 

Martha Gehring, James Gibson, Zynae Green, Irma 

Johnson, Angie Kalnasy, Regina Kijesky, Lillian Komar, 

Susie Logan, Mary Emma Middleton, Larry Miller, 

Joseph Mona, Wayne Mullings, Mary Reeves, Sylvene 

Savoy, William Leon Savoy, Edna Sweeney, Jean 

Turner, Eva Washington, Beth Weise, Pat Werner,  

Brice Zimmer.  

 

OFFERTORY COLLECTION LAST WEEKEND: 

$11,178.65.  The unidentified donations totaled $681.65.  

We received $763.77 for our School Support. 
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